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Abstract. Recon gurable circuits and systems have evolved from ap-

plication speci c accelerators to a general purpose computing paradigm.
But the algorithmic techniques and software tools are also heavily based
on the hardware paradigm from which they have evolved. Loop statements in traditional programs consist of regular, repetitive computations which are the most likely candidates for performance enhancement
using con gurable hardware. This paper develops a formal methodology for mapping loops onto recon gurable architectures. We develop a
parameterized abstract model of recon gurable architectures which is
general enough to capture a wide range of con gurable systems. Our
abstract model is used to de ne and solve the problem of mapping loop
statements onto recon gurable architectures. We show a polynomial time
algorithm to compute the optimal sequence of con gurations for one important variant of the problem. We illustrate our approach by showing
the mapping of an example loop statement.

1 Introduction
Con gurable systems are evolving from systems designed to accelerate a speci c
application to systems which can achieve high performance for general purpose
computing. Various recon gurable architectures are being explored by several
research groups to develop a general purpose con gurable system. Recon gurable
architectures vary from systems which have FPGAs and glue logic attached to
a host computer to systems which include con gurable logic on the same die as
a microprocessor.
Application development onto such con gurable hardware still necessitates
expertise in low level hardware details. The developer has to be aware of the
intricacies of the speci c recon gurable architecture to achieve high performance.
Automatic mapping tools have also evolved from high level synthesis tools. Most
tools try to generate hardware con gurations from user provided descriptions of
circuits in various input formats such as VHDL, OCCAM, variants of C, among
others.
?
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Automatic compilation of applications involves not only con guration generation, but also con guration management. CoDe-X [8] is one environment which
aims to provide an end-to-end operating system for applications using the Xputer
paradigm. General techniques are being developed to exploit the characteristics
of devices such as partial and dynamic recon guration by using the concepts of
Dynamic Circuit Switching [11], Virtual Pipelines [10] etc. But there is no framework which abstracts all the characteristics of con gurable hardware and there
is no uni ed methodology for mapping applications to con gurable hardware.
In this paper we address some of the issues in the development of techniques
for automatic compilation of applications. We develop algorithmic techniques
for mapping applications in a platform independent fashion. First, we develop
an abstract model of recon gurable architectures. This parameterized abstract
model is general enough to capture a wide range of con gurable systems. These
include board level systems which have FPGAs as con gurable computing logic
to systems on a chip which have con gurable logic arrays on the same die as the
microprocessor.
Con gurable logic is very e ective in speeding up regular, repetitive computations. Loop constructs in general purpose programs are one such class of
computations. We address the problem of mapping a loop construct onto con gurable architectures. We de ne problems based on the model which address the
issue of minimizing recon guration overheads by scheduling the con gurations.
A polynomial time solution for generating the optimal con guration sequence
for one important variant of the mapping problem is presented.
Our mapping techniques can be utilized to analyze application tasks and
develop the choice of con gurations and the schedule of recon gurations. Given
the parameters of an architecture and the applications tasks the techniques can
be used statically at compile time to determine the optimal mapping. The techniques can also be utilized for runtime mapping by making static compile time
analysis. This analysis can be used at runtime to make a decision based on the
parameters which are only known at runtime.
Section 2 describes our Hybrid System Architecture Model(HySAM) in detail. Several loop mapping problems are de ned and the optimal solution for one
important variant is presented in Section 3. We show an example mapping in
Section 4 and discuss future work and conclusions in Section 5.

1.1 Related Work
The question of mapping structured computation onto recon gurable architectures has been addressed by several researchers. We very brie y describe some
related work and how our research is di erent from their work. The previous
work which addresses the related issues is Pipeline Generation for Loops [17],
CoDe-X Framework [8], Dynamic Circuit Simulation [11], Virtual Pipelines [10],
TMFPGA [14]. Though most of the projects address similar issues, the framework of developing an abstract model for solving general mapping problems is
not fully addressed by any speci c work.

2 Model
We present a parameterized model of a con gurable computing system, which
consists of con gurable logic attached to a traditional microprocessor. This
model can be utilized for analyzing application tasks, as regards to their suitability for execution on con gurable logic and also for developing the actual
mapping and scheduling of these tasks onto the con gurable system.
We rst describe our model of con gurable architectures and then discuss
the components of the model and how they abstract the actual features of congurable architectures.

2.1 Hybrid System Architecture Model(HySAM)
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Fig. 1. Hybrid System Architecture and an example architecture
The Hybrid System Architecture is a general architecture consisting of a traditional RISC microprocessor with additional Con gurable Logic Unit(CLU).
Figure 1 shows the architecture of the HySAM model and an example of an
actual architecture. The architecture consists of a traditional RISC microprocessor, standard memory, con gurable logic, con guration memory and data
bu ers communicating through an interconnection network.
We outline the parameters of the Hybrid System Architecture Model(HySAM)
below.
F : Set of functions F1 : : :Fn which can be performed on con gurable logic.
C : Set of possible con gurations C1 : : :Cm of the Con gurable Logic Unit.
tij : Execution time of function Fi in con guration Cj .
Rij : Recon guration cost in changing con guration from Ci to Cj .
Nc : The number of con guration contexts which can be stored in the con guration cache.
k; K : The recon guration time spent in con guring from the cache and external
memory respectively.

W; D : The Width and Depth of the con gurable logic which describe the amount
of con gurable logic available.
w : The granularity of the con gurable logic which is the width of an individual
functional unit.
S : The schedule of con gurations which execute the input tasks.
E : Execution time of a sequence of tasks, which is the sum of execution time
of tasks in the various con gurations and the recon guration time.
The parameterized HySAM which is outlined above can model a wide range
of systems from board level architectures to systems on a chip. Such systems include SPLASH [3], DEC PeRLE [16], Oxford HARP [9], Berkeley Garp [7], NSC
NAPA1000 [15] among others. The values for each of the parameters establish
the architecture and also dictate the class of applications which can be e ectively mapped onto the architecture. For example, a system on a chip would
have smaller size con gurable logic(lower W and D) than an board level architecture but would have potentially faster recon guration times(lower k and
K).
The model does not encompass the memory access component of the computation in terms of the memory access delays and communication bandwidth
supported. Currently, it is only assumed that the interconnection network has
enough bandwidth to support all the required data and con guration access. For
a detailed description of the model and its parameters see [2].

3 Loop Synthesis
It is a well known rule of thumb that 90% of the execution time of a program
is spent in 10% of the code. This code usually consists of repeated executions of
the same set of instructions. The typical constructs used for specifying iterative
computations in various programming languages are DO, FOR and WHILE,
among others. These are generally classi ed as LOOP constructs.
Computations which operate on a large set of data using the same set of
operations are most likely to bene t from con gurable computing. Hence, loop
structures will be the most likely candidates for performance improvement using
con gurable logic. Con gurations which execute each task can be generated
for the operations in a loop. Since each operation is executed on a dedicated
hardware con guration, the execution time for the task is expected to lower
than that in software. Each of the operations in the loop statement might be a
simple operation such as an addition of two integers or can be a more complex
operation such as a square root of a oating point number. The problems and
solutions that we present are independent of the complexity of the operation.

3.1 Linear Loop Synthesis
The problem of mapping operations(tasks) of a loop to a con gurable system
involves not only generating the con gurations for each of the operations, but

also reducing the overheads incurred. The sequence of tasks to be executed have
to be mapped onto a sequence of con gurations that are used to execute these
tasks. The objective is to reduce the total execution time.
Scheduling a general sequence of tasks with a set of dependencies to minimize
the total execution time is known to be an NP-complete problem. We consider
the problem of generating this sequence of con gurations for loop constructs
which have a sequence of statements to be executed in linear order. There is a
linear data or control dependency between the tasks. Most loop constructs, including those which are mapped onto high performance pipelined con gurations,
fall into such a class.
The total execution time includes the time taken to execute the tasks in the
chosen con gurations and the time spent in recon guring the logic between successive con gurations. We have to not only choose con gurations which execute
the given tasks fast, but also have to reduce the recon guration time. It is possible to choose one of many possible con gurations for each task execution. Also,
the recon guration time depends on the choice of con gurations that we make.
Since recon guration times are signi cant compared to the task execution times,
our goal is to minimize this overhead.
Problem : Given a sequence of tasks of a loop, T1 through Tp to be executed in linear order( T1 T2 : : : Tp ), where Ti 2 F, for N number of iterations,
nd an optimal sequence of con gurations S (=C1 C2 : : : Cq ), where Si 2 C
(=fC1,C2,: : :,Cm g) which minimizes the execution time cost E. E is de ned as
E=

Xq (tS + ii+1)
i=1

i

where tS is execution time in con guration Si and ii+1 is the recon guration cost which is given by Rii+1.
i

3.2 Optimal Solution for Loop Synthesis

The input consists of a sequence of statements T1 : : :Tp , where each Ti 2 F
and the number of iterations N. We can compute the execution times tij for
executing each of the tasks Ti in con guration Cj . The recon guration costs Rij
can be pre-computed since the con gurations are known beforehand. In addition
there is a loop setup cost which is the cost for loading the initial con guration,
memory access costs for accessing the required data and the costs for the system
to initiate computation by the Con gurable Logic Unit. Though, the memory
access costs are not modeled in this work, it is possible to statically determine
the loop setup cost.
A simple greedy approach of choosing the best con guration for each task will
not work since the recon guration costs for later tasks are a ected by the choice
of con guration for the current task. We have to search the whole solution space
by considering all possible con gurations in which each task can be executed.
Once an optimal solution for executing up to task Ti is computed the cost for
executing up to task Ti+1 can be incrementally computed.

Lemma 1. Given a sequence of tasks T10 T20 : : :Tr0 , an optimal sequence of congurations for executing these tasks once can be computed in O(rm2 ) time.
Proof: Using the execution cost de nition we de ne the optimal cost of
executing up to task Ti0 ending in a con guration Cj as Eij . We initialize the E
values as E0j = 0; 8 j : 1  j  m.
Now for each of the possible con gurations in which we can execute Ti0+1 we
have to compute an optimal sequence of con gurations ending in that con guration. We compute this by the recursive equation:
Ei+1j = ti+1j + mink (Eik + Rkj )

8

j: 1jm

We have examined all possible ways to execute the task Ti0+1 once we have nished executing Ti0. If each of the values Eik is optimal then the value Ei+1j is optimal. Hence we can compute an optimal sequence of con gurations by computing the Eij values. The minimumcost for the complete task sequence(T10 T20 : : :Tr0 )
is given by minj [Erj ]. The corresponding optimal con guration sequence can be
computed by using the E matrix.
We can use dynamic programming to compute the Eij values. Computation
of each value takes O(m) time as there are m con gurations. Since there are
J
O(rm) values to be computed, the total time complexity is O(rm2 ).
Lemma 1 provides a solution for an optimal sequence of con gurations to
compute one iteration of the loop statement. But repeating this sequence of
con gurations is not guaranteed to give an optimal execution for N iterations.
Figure 2 shows the con guration space for two tasks T1 and T2 and four possible
con gurations C1 ; C2; C3; C4. T1 can be executed in C1 or C3 and task T2 can
be executed in C2 or C4. The edges are labeled with the recon guration costs
and cost for the edges and con gurations not shown is very high. We can see
that an optimal sequence of execution for more than two iterations will be the
sequence C1 C4 C3 C2 repeated N=2 times. The repeated sequence of C1 C4
which is an optimal solution for one iteration does not give an optimal solution
for N iterations.
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Fig. 2. Example recon guration cost graph and optimal con guration sequence
One simple solution is to fully unroll the loop and compute an optimal sequence of con gurations for all the tasks. But the complexity of algorithm will be
O(Npm2 ), where N is the number of iterations. Typically the value of N would

be very high(which is desirable since higher value of N gives higher speedup
compared to software execution). We assume N  m and N  p. We show that
an optimal con guration sequence can be computed in O(pm3 ) time.

Lemma 2. An optimal con guration sequence can be computed by unrolling the
loop only m times.

Proof: Let us denote the optimal sequence of con gurations for the fully
unrolled loop by C1C2 : : :Cx. Since there are p tasks and N iterations x =
N  p. Con guration C1 executes T1 , C2 executes T2 and so on. Now after one
iteration execution, con guration Cp+1 executes task T1 again. Therefore, task
T1 is executed in each of con gurations C1, Cp+1 , C2p+1 , : : :, Cx,p+1 . Since
there are at most m con gurations for each task, if the number of con gurations
in C1, Cp+1 , C2p+1 , : : :, Cx,p+1 is more than m then some con guration will
repeat. Therefore, 9 y s:t: Cyp+1 = C1.
Let the next occurrence of con guration C1 for task T1 after Cyp+1 be
Czp+1 . The subsequence C1 C2 C3 : : : Cyp+1 should be identical to Cyp+1
Cyp+2 : : : Czp+1. Otherwise, we can replace the subsequence with higher per
iteration cost by the subsequence with lower per iteration cost yielding a better solution. But this contradicts our initial assumption that the con guration
sequence is optimal. Hence the two subsequences should be identical. This does
not violate the correctness of execution since both subsequences are executing
a xed number of iterations of the same sequence of input tasks. Applying the
same argument to the complete sequence C1C2 : : :Cx, it can be proved that all
subsequences should be identical.
The longest possible length of such a subsequence is m  p(p possible tasks
each with m possible con gurations). This subsequence of m  p con gurations
is repeated to give the optimal con guration sequence for N  p tasks. Hence, we
J
need to unroll the loop only m times.
Theorem3. The optimal sequence of con gurations for N iterations of a loop

statement with p tasks, when each task can be executed in one of m possible
con gurations, can be computed in O(pm3 ) time.

Proof: From Lemma 2 we know that we need to unroll the loop only m times
to compute the required sequence of con gurations. The solution for the unrolled
sequence of m  p tasks can be computed in O(pm3 ) by using Lemma 1. This
sequence can then be repeated to give the required sequence of con gurations
J
for all the iterations. Hence, the total complexity is O(pm3 ).
The complexity of the algorithm is O(pm3 ) which is better than fully unrolling (O(Npm2 )) by a factor of O(N=m). This solution can also be used when
the number of iterations N is not known at compile time and is determined
at runtime. The decision to use this sequence of con gurations to execute the
loop can be taken at runtime from the statically known loop setup and single
iteration execution costs and the runtime determined N.

4 Illustrative Example
The techniques that we have developed in this paper can be evaluated by using
our model. The evaluation would take as input the model parameter values
and the applications tasks and can solve the mapping problem and output the
sequence of con gurations. We are currently building such a tool and show results
obtained by manual evaluation in this section.
The Discrete Fourier Transform(DFT) is a very important component of
many signal processing systems. Typical implementations use the Fast Fourier
Transform(FFT) to compute the DFT in O(N log N) time. The basic computation unit is the butter y unit which has 2 inputs and 2 outputs. It involves one
complex multiplication, one complex addition and one complex subtraction.
There have been several implementations of FFT in FPGAs [12, 13]. The
computation can be optimized in various ways to suit the technology and achieve
high performance. We describe here an analysis of the implementation to highlight the key features of our mapping technique and model. The aim is to highlight the technique of mapping a sequence of operations onto a sequence of
con gurations. This technique can be utilized to map onto any con gurable architecture. We use the timing and area information from Garp [7] architecture
as representative values.
For the given architecture we rst determine the model parameters. We calculated the model parameters from published values and have tabulated them
in Table 1 below. The set of functions(F) and the con gurations(C) are outlined in Table 1 below. The values of n and m are 4 and 5 respectively. The
Con guration Time column gives the recon guration values R. We assume the
recon guration values are same for same target con guration irrespective of the
initial con guration. The Execution Time column gives the tij values for our
model.
Function
F1
F2
F3
F4

Operation

Con guration Con guration Execution
Time
Time
Multiplication(Fast)
C1
14.4 s
37.5 ns
Multiplication(Slow)
C2
6.4 s
52.5 ns
Addition
C3
1.6 s
7.5 ns
Subtraction
C4
1.6 s
7.5 ns
Shift
C5
3.2 s
7.5 ns

Table 1. Representative Model Parameters for Garp Recon gurable Architec-

ture
The input sequence of tasks to be executed is is the FFT butter y operation.
The butter y operation consists of one complex multiply, one complex addition
and one complex subtraction. First, the loop statements were decomposed into
functions which can be executed on the CLU, given the list of functions in Table 1. One complex multiplication consists of four multiplications, one addition

and one subtraction. Each complex addition and subtraction consist of two additions and subtractions respectively. The statements in the loop were mapped to
multiplications, additions and subtractions which resulted in the task sequence
Tm , Tm , Tm , Tm , Ta , Ts , Ta , Ta , Ts , Ts . Here, Tm is the multiplication task
mapped to function F1, Ta is the addition task mapped to function F2 and Ts
is the subtraction task mapped to function F3.
The optimal sequence of con gurations for this task sequence, using our algorithm, was C1 ,C3,C4,C3,C4 repeated for all the iterations. The most important
aspect of the solution is that the multiplier con guration in the solution is actually the slower con guration. The recon guration overhead is lower for C2 and
hence the higher execution cost is amortized over all the iterations of the loop.
The total execution time is given by N  13:055 s where N is the number of
iterations.

5 Conclusions
Mapping of applications in an architecture independent fashion can provide a
framework for automatic compilation of applications. Loop structures with regular repetitive computations can be speeded-up by using con gurable hardware.
In this paper, we have developed techniques to map loops from application programs onto con gurable hardware. We have developed a general Hybrid System
Architecture Model(HySAM). HySAM is a parameterized abstract model which
captures a wide range of con gurable systems. The model also facilitates the
formulation of mapping problems and we de ned some important problems in
mapping of traditional loop structures onto con gurable hardware. We demonstrated a polynomial time solution for one important variant of the problem.
We also showed an example mapping of the FFT loop using our techniques. The
model can be extended to solve other general mapping problems. The application development phase itself can be enhanced by using the model to develop
solutions using algorithm synthesis rather than logic synthesis.
The work reported here is part of the USC MAARC project. This project
is developing algorithmic techniques for realizing scalable and portable applications using con gurable computing devices and architectures. We are developing
computational models and algorithmic techniques based on these models to exploit dynamic recon guration. In addition, partitioning and mapping issues in
compiling onto recon gurable hardware are also addressed. Some related results
can be found in [1], [4], [5], [6].
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